Changes to Portal
August, 2012

Some links to mainframe/legacy data reports have been removed. This is another step in our transition to the new system by eliminating outdated links. Below are the specific items that have changed. All of these items are now available in Student Center.

Changes in the Academic Tab
1. My Academic Records - Links to grades, class schedules, etc generated by the mainframe have been removed.
2. Search Liberal Arts Courses - Search for mainframe Liberal Arts courses removed.
3. Courses for New Students - Search for mainframe available courses for new students removed.
4. MyUNIverse Student Center - Links to information related to legacy data, mainframe schedule of classes and mainframe online course registration have been removed.
5. Class List/Online Grades link label in Faculty Center - This has been modified. The label has been changed to: Legacy/Mainframe Class Lists. This is a link providing access to class lists and grades submitted to the mainframe through the old online system. This will remain for now, as it is being used by several departments.

Changes in the Finances Tab
1. My Financial Records - links to U-bills generated by the mainframe have been removed.
2. UNI Billing and Due Dates – Static dates have been removed. Now this will link directly to an OBO page that has updated and current information.